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IrMOUCTION
The Teleconferencing.Pilot Project began in January of 1975. The
teleconference network which had been originally established for the
Apollo Program in 19-69* was expanded to include all major RASA
installations plus some contractor plants.
Teleconferencing proved to be successful on the Apollo Program. The
per capita travel expenses of people assigned to this program seemed to
decrease by 20% after widespread teleconferencing began. In addition, the
coordination between the widespread organizations working on the Program
appeared to improve. However, the coordination improvement is difficult
to measure.
Spurred by the increased costs of energy and transportation, the
Teleconferencing Pilot Project attempted to expand the Apollo network to
encompass-all major NASA installations.
The current voice teleconference network shun in Figure 1 connects
34 teleconference rooms interconnected through the MSFC switchboard
at Huntsville, Alabama. The teleconference rooms on the 4-wire switch
use voice-actuated "live" microphones. Some of these teleconference
rooms use Bell-50A portable conference telephones on 2-wire dedicated
circuits switdx d through the MSFC Centrex. All centers were provided with
several of these portable conference telephone, which can use the FTS or
DDD circuits as well as the dedicated circuits, provided a special jack
has been installed.
All teleconference rooms can use projectors to display visual aids, e.g.,
graphs and figures. A typical teleconference room is shown in Figure 2.
If the teleconference involves a display of figures or documents, these
can be delivered prior to the teleconference and made into transparencies
suitable for projection. For small audiences, the hard copy versions of these
figures are adequate.
To enhance the delivery of these figures or graphical material, a facsimile
network was provided to augment the teleconferencing voice network.
The facsimile network provided during the Apollo Program used LDX (Long Distance
Xerography) terminals, which trarismitted at a rate of 40 sec/page, but which
required the lease of 50 KBS circuits (equivalent to 12 voice circuits). The
cost of providing these voice circuits was too high, so the LDX terminals were
replaced by Magnafax terminals which could use a single voice circuit. These,
tet,ninals were too slow (requiring 4-6 minutes per page) and also required an
attendant to feed in each page. Approximately 120 of these machines are still
in use throughout NASA for administrative correspondence. After some
experimentation, the Pilot Project selected Rapifax ':erminals, which can send
at a rate exceeding 1 min/page on a single voice circuit. The pages can be placed
*Samuel W. Fordyce, "NASA Experience in Telecommunications as a
Substitute for Transportation" NASA Headquarters, Washington, DC
April 1974
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in a stack and transmitted without requiring an attendant.
The current facsimile network with 47 terminals is shown in Figure 3,
The use of these terminals varies with the location. In some cases they
are quite busy, and in others they are under-utilized. The poor usage
cases usually result because of poor location, restricted access, or
lack of "marketing" efforts at the center.
These fax machines are often used to send administrative correspondence
rather than material for teleconferences. Because this results in better
utilization for NASA, this traffic is encouraged.
The project management responsible for the implementation, maintenance,
and repair of the equipment is at MSFC. Headquarters has assumed
responsibility for the evaluation and reporting on the network effectiveness.
Assistance on this evaluation is being provided by ARC.
The telecommunications coordinator at each NASA center is the point of
contact for the project at his center.
All teleconferences are asked to submit the teleconferencing evaluation
form shown in Figure 4. Some centers are active in reporting teleconferences
and some are not. Cross checks indicate that no more than 377. of the
teleconferences have been reported. Teleconferences using the portable
conference telephones not routed via MSFC are reported even less frequently.
The Rapifax machines have a counter which counts all transmitted pages.
Throughout the year, these have been polled to determine their usage and
the cost per page from each machine. Machines with excessive costs have
been remoXed from the network.
The most successful users of the teleconferencing network has been the
Shuttle Program. This large widespread program requires frequent and
regularly schedulbd meetings. The Shuttle program personnel have developed
expertise in teleconferencing techniques, are well acquainted with one
another, and have the advantage of technicians assigned to :ne ccnference
rooms who assist with the teleconferencing and graphics.
The occasional users of the teleconference network have experienced more
difficulties. These have been primarily procedural, i.e., delivering the
graphics in time and getting all participants to their assigned teleconference
rooms at th:, correct time. However, there have been some equipment problems.
The worst equipment performance has been in the overhead microphone system
and associated electronics in the Administrator's Conference Room. Other
problems have occurred in these 4-wire, "live" room systems as well as in
the circuits. At present, we have no quantitative estimate of equipment
problems. Some early difficulties with equipment are hoped to be resolved
by the use of a standard Western Electric package throughout the Bell System.
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EVALUATION
Teleconferences:
The number of teleconference evaluation forms received each month during
1975 are shown in Table 1. A total of 1,241 forms were received. The forms
estimate the number of people participating in each teleconference, and the
average attendance was between 27 and 28 people. The total attendance
figure was 34,003, but many of these are the same people attending regularly
scheduled teleconferences. The average teleconference involved 3.4 terminals
and lasted 2.9 hours. The number of trips reported saved by the teleconferences
was 4,663, or 3.76 per teleconference. A spot check during September of 1974
showed that the average NASA trip cost $309. Using this estimate, the travel
money reported saved is $1,440,900.
A breakdown of the teleconference activity by organization is shown in
Table 2. The first column represents the NASA, USAF, or contractor
organization. The second column shows the number of evaluation forms
submitted by each organization.
The th!Xd column labeled "Identified in All Reports" shows the number of
teleconferences each organization participated in according to the evaluation
forms. This is particularly true of those involving the portable conference
telephones on FTS or DDD circuits. We have attempted to record all tele-
conferencel using the MSFC switchboard or equipment supplied by the
Teleconference Pilot Project. In December of 1975, automatic monitors were
added to the MSFC 4-wire switchboard, and spot checks of the portable
conference telephones are being made at some centers.
The fourth and fifth columns of Table. 2 show the number of trips reported
saved by teleconferences and the resulting estimated travel funds saved. The
sixth column shows the cost of providing the teleconference network at each
organization, and the final column shows the profit or (loss). Overall, the
travel saved by teleconferences was reported to be $1,440,867. The cost of
providing the teleconference service was $157,344, so the net saving was almost
$1.3 million.
Some installations cost more for the teleconferencing than was saved by
obviating travel casts. At the completion of the trial period at the end
of FY 1976, these losers should be curtailed or eliminated from the network,
unless their participation is essential for key programs.
i
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Interviews with facility managers conducted under the direction of
the ARC indicate that 51% of the telecoriferences are being reported.
Some teleconference terminals have no assigned managers, and these
terminals undoubtedly have•a lower reporting ratio. Consequently, the
average reporting throughout NASA is probably considerably less. The
interviews with telebonference participants shrug that about one
respondent in three experienced some difficulty with the system, but
only one in eight had a sufficient complaint to verbalize the nature
of the difficulty.
Facsimile
The fast facsimile network shown in Figure 3 was installed as an adjunct
-ta the voice teleconferencing network.. The fast "fax" used on the Apollo
network used LDX machines, which required 12 voice circuits. The cost of
leasing 50 kbps circuits (equivalent to 12 dedicated voice circuits was
exorbitant ( $600,000/year).
Following an evaluation of competitive machines, Rapifax was
selected for the teleconferencing pilot project. The number of these
machines grew from 35 to 47 terminals, all interconnected on dedicated
F.	 lines through a 453 Centrex switch at MSFC. These machines can operate
unattended, and transmit at a rate of approximately 1 min/page. This
net was installed to enhance the voice teleconference network and
permit the exchange of documents before or during teleconferences.
In addition to this use, it has been used to transfer administrative
correspondence. Such use is encouraged as long as the teleconference
fax traffic is not impaired.
Each terminal has a counter which registers the pages transmitted
from than terminal. These page counter tallies are shown in Table 3.
The total page count for the first year of operation is 272,299. More
pages are received because of the "broadcast" mode wherein one terminal
can broadcast to a number of receiving terminals.
The monthly rate of pages transmitted is shown for each terminal in
Table 3. The monthly cost includes the rental of the terminal, plus
the lease cost of the dedicated circuit to the M.GFC switch.
The final column in Table 3 shows the cost per page transmitted from
each terminal. The average cost per page for the entire network is
$1.08. This cost ranges from a low of 21^ per page at Huntsville, Alabama,
to a high of $10.90/page for the machine at Vandenberg Air Force Base.
The most traffic (2472 pages/mo.) is handled by a machine  at JSC.
The cost of sending a mailgram via Western Union is $2.50/page.
Although mailgrams cannot send graphics, and require a day for
delivery, this is a useful standard for comparison. Any teleconference
fax terminal costing more than this is probably under-used. In the
cases involving undue expense:
FRC	 $8.58/page
KSC(06,C)	 4.00
WFC	 9.15
VAFB	 10.90
One or more of the following explanations apply:
5the machine is poorly located and undue restrictions are placed on its
ua0 4 people are unaware of its capabilities and are not trained to use
It •, or the traffic does not warrant a fast fax. in these cases, it
appears that the Rapifax and dedicated lines should be cancelled, and
replaced by a slaw fax (Magnafax) using FTS lines. Unfortunately, the
fast fax terminals are not compatible with the slower machines without
the addition of additional interface equipment.
In conclusion, the fast fax network has been useful in permitting the
voice teleconference network to operate successfully. It has also been
useful in handling priority document exhanges. The average costs
of $1.08 per page can be lowered by eliminating the high cost under-used
terminals in the network. Interviews with facility managers indicate
that they are enthusiastic about the availability of this fast fax
network, and the reliance upon this electronic means of transmitting
administrative correspondence is growing.
CONCLUSIONS
The teleconferencing network has proved to be successful in
conducting many management meetings and reviews within NASA and its
contractors. In spite of difficulties caused by inexperience in
teleconferencing and some equipment and circuit problems, the
evaluation reports indicated the system was satisfactory in an
overwhelming majority of cases.
The reporting procedures were inade quate, and less than 37% of the
teleconferences were reported on evaluation forms.
Table 4 summaries the results for 1975. The 1,241 evaluation reports
received indicate that almost 100,000 man-hours of teleconferences
took place. The travel funds reported saved total about $1.44 million,
which is about 10°1. of the NASA travel costs. Subtracting the cost
of providing the teleconferencing networks, the net savings reported
are $1.28 million (about 9% of the travel costs).
Our initial goal was to produce a net saving of 10-20% in the travel
costs. The improved reporting procedures will probably enable us to
know if this goal is reached during the second year of operation.
The future plans include the incorporation of 12 electronic
blackboards, anO the use of video via NASA experimental communications
satellites. initially, this use will probably concentrate on special
event coverage of key events as depicted in Figure 5.
ARC - Ames Research Center
JSC - Johnson Space Center
MSFC - Marshall Space Flight Center
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